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Message from the Chair 
 

As Chair of the Newfoundland and Labrador Film Corporation (NLFDC), I am pleased to 

submit the annual report for fiscal year 2022-23. This report has been prepared in 

accordance with the Transparency and Accountability Act, pursuant to which the 

Corporation has been categorized as a category two government entity. The Board of 

Directors of the NLFDC is accountable for the preparation of this annual report as well 

as for the achievement of the specific goals and objectives contained therein. As 

Chairperson of the NLFDC, my signature indicates the Corporation’s accountability for 

the goals and objectives detailed in this document. 

 

In 2022, Canada’s film and television production industry generated over $11 billion in 

production volume, contributed $13.7 billion to the GDP, and created approximately 

240,760 jobs. This is a high-growth industry and that has become an important 

contributor to the economy Canada and that of Newfoundland and Labrador. Production 

volume in our province reached an all-time high of just over $97.5 million. With an 

increasing skilled labour pool, epic landscapes and competitive incentives, 

Newfoundland and Labrador is a prime filming location for local, national and 

international production. 

 

Looking forward to 2023-24, the early numbers indicate another increase in total 

production activity for the province.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

 

Mark Sexton 

Chairperson, Board of Directors (NLFDC)  
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Entity Overview  
 

Organizational Structure  
 

The Newfoundland and Labrador Film Development Corporation (NLFDC) was 

established in February 1997, under the Corporations Act, and the offices of the  

Corporation opened in the fall of that same year.  

 

The NLFDC was created to grow the local screen industries of the province, both 

through the creation of local film and television productions for national and international 

markets, and as a destination for guest productions to shoot in Newfoundland and 

Labrador. The NLFDC is the first point of contact for local screen industries on a daily 

basis, as well as potential outside partners interested in investing in the province 

through various screen industry projects. 

 

Mandate 
 

The NLFDC is a Crown Corporation of the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

with a mandate to promote the development of the film and video industry, and the 

province’s film and television products and locations both nationally and internationally.  

 

The NLFDC is a representative of the province’s film industry to local, national and 

international viewers, and industry members. It fields inquiries concerning shooting 

locations within the province and acts as a liaison between local filmmakers, production 

companies, and crews. The NLFDC provides information on all elements of the film 

industry, including its own programs, those of other local organizations, as well as 

information regarding national funders, broadcasters, and distributors.  
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Lines of Business 

The NLFDC is an entity that fosters and supports local screen industries. Through its six 

programs, the NLFDC offers local producers and outside producers/productions the 

support needed to help the province’s production sector to flourish. The NLFDC’s Lines 

of Business are outlined below:   

The Equity Investment Program (EIP): The EIP provides funding in the form of equity 

investment to eligible producers for the financing of productions. The NLFDC will 

normally provide a maximum contribution of 20 per cent of the total production budget. 

In order to access these funds, applicant companies must be incorporated in the 

province and must be owned 51 per cent or more by residents of Newfoundland and 

Labrador. Within the EIP, the NLFDC administers the Development Program, which 

may provide up to a maximum of 33 per cent of an eligible development project budget. 

Film and Video Tax Credit Program: The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador 

offers a Film and Video Industry Tax Credit, which is co-administered by the NLFDC 

with the provincial Department of Finance. It is a fully refundable corporate income tax 

credit based on the amount spent on eligible Newfoundland and Labrador labour.  

The All Spend Film and Video Industry Tax Credit Program: The Government of 

Newfoundland and Labrador offers an All Spend Film and Video Industry Tax Credit, 

which is co-administered by the NLFDC with the provincial Department of Finance. It is 

a fully refundable corporate income tax credit based on the amount spent on eligible 

Newfoundland and Labrador costs. The credit is available to eligible corporations at the 

rate of 40 per cent of eligible production costs, to a maximum tax credit of $10 million 

annually per project. 

Sponsorship Program: The NLFDC’s Sponsorship Program is designed to foster and 

promote the development and growth of the local film and video industry. The program 

provides qualified individuals and organizations with funding assistance, which enables 

them to promote the products of the local industry. This will be achieved through three 
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distinct sub-programs: Promotional Travel, Marketing and Distribution, and Workshop 

Assistance.  

Professional Development: The NLFDC has a full-time Industry Analyst who works on 

behalf of crew, producers, and filmmakers to organize and support specific workshops, 

training opportunities, job placements, and other projects designed to increase the local 

industry’s capacity. The industry analyst also administers the Deeming Provision of the 

Film and Video Tax Credit Program (described above) which supports these efforts.  

Marketing Newfoundland and Labrador: As the Film Commission for the province, 

the NLFDC supports the provincial film industry’s ability to attract business through 

national and international marketing of the industry and the province as a location for 

production and post-production. The NLFDC partners with the Atlantic Canada 

Opportunities Agency and the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador to provide 

access for production companies to international markets. 

Vision 
 

A viable, healthy, and stable screen industry in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

 

Staff and Budget 
 

As of March 31, 2023, the NLFDC had four staff members - three female and one male. 

The NLFDC administers a provincial Equity Investment Fund, for development and 

equity investments in film and television, currently valued at $10 million. The NLFDC, in 

addition, acts as co-administrator with the provincial Department of Finance to vet tax 

credit applications for film and television projects.  

 

In 2022-23, the NLFDC had a total budget of $799,696. For its operations budget, the 

NLFDC received $625,600 from the Provincial Government and an additional $174,096 

was received from the Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA) for projects.  
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Board of Directors 

As of March 31, 2023, the Board consisted of the following members: 

Chairperson:  

Mark Sexton, St. John’s 

Members:  

Noreen Golfman (Vice-Chair), St. John’s 

Cheryl Stagg, Stephenville  

Colleen Kennedy, Rocky Harbour  

Craig Goudie, Grand Falls-Windsor  

Cyndy Stead, Port Rexton 

Ben Gardner, St. John’s 

 

Physical Location 
 

Newfoundland and Labrador Film Development Corporation  

70 Portugal Cove Road, St. John’s, NL A1B 2M3  

Telephone: (709) 738-3456 or toll-free: 1-877-738-3456 (within Canada)  

Facsimile: (709) 739-1680  

General Email: info@picturenl.ca 

Website: www.nlfdc.ca 

   

mailto:info@picturenl.ca
http://www.nlfdc.ca/
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Highlights and Partnerships  
 

Highlights  
 

The NLFDC had the strongest year for production activity since its inception. In 2022-

2023, the film and television industry generated $97.5 million in economic activity, which 

resulted in over 1,650 full-time employment opportunities. 

 

In 2022-23, the Equity Investment Program helped fund 35 production projects and 13 

script development projects. Newfoundland and Labrador’s film and television industry 

continues to produce home-grown content with the continuation of Hudson and Rex and 

Son of Critch television series and local feature films.  

 

The Bonavista peninsula continues to be a region of interest for production, having 

hosted two feature film productions, one of which was a large budget Telefilm, Ontario-

Newfoundland & Labrador co-production, The King Tide. There has also been a steady 

stream of genre films (i.e. thriller and Christmas films) being produced in St. John’s that 

has been helpful with crew development and growth in this market. 

 

Newfoundland and Labrador continues to provide productions with professional skilled 

crew and epic locations. Combined with our competitive incentives, more and more 

productions are looking to film in this province. With the increase of our All-Spend Tax 

Credit to 40 per cent, the NLFDC has seen a record number of locations requests and 

interest of what the province has to offer. 

 

Partnerships  
 

The NLFDC partners directly and indirectly with a number of federal entities including 

the Canada Revenue Agency and the Canada Audio-visual Certification Office. The 

NLFDC continues to be a member of the National Tax Credit Committee and, alongside 

the media corporations of other provinces and territories, is a member of the 
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Association of Provincial and Territorial Funding Agencies. In the creation of 

Newfoundland and Labrador film and television projects, federal partners are vital. 

These partners include Telefilm Canada, the Canada Media Fund, the Canada Council, 

and the National Film Board.   

 

In Atlantic Canada, ACOA has been instrumental in the NLFDC’s ability to get 

producers to film and television markets and in front of international decision makers in 

the industry.  

 

NLFDC partners with key stakeholders in finding the skilled filmmakers, business 

people, and specialized labourers needed to create film and television projects. 

Partnerships with other provincial organizations within the Newfoundland and Labrador 

film and television industry remain essential. These partnerships include: the Nickel 

Independent Film Festival, the St. John’s International Women’s Film Festival, the 

Newfoundland Independent Filmmakers Co-operative, College of the North Atlantic, 

ArtsNL, the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts and Recreation, the Department of 

Industry, Energy and Technology, and the Department of Finance. These partners’ 

programs are vital to the success of the Newfoundland and Labrador film industries and 

the NLFDC’s mandate. Local, national, and international broadcasters and distributors 

are also essential partners, as they initiate productions.    

 

Significant growth and career opportunities in the film and television industry are 

available right here in Newfoundland and Labrador. To help expand local talent, the 

NLFDC has partnered with College of the North Atlantic in the development of the new 

Film and Television Production campus in St. John’s. The program helps meet labour 

market demands and addresses current skills gaps within the film industry. The campus 

offers four program streams: Technical Production, Post Production, Film and  

Television Creation and Production Management.   

 

In 2022-23, the NLFDC worked with CBC Atlantic to help structure a new program for 

Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (BIPOC). Through this partnership the NLFDC 
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held consultations with BIPOC creators to help discover and implement ways to remove 

barriers to NLFDC programs for racialized individuals.  

 

The NLFDC has partnered with local unions IATSE 709, DGC-NL and CNA to create a 

best practices document for sustainable production for local the film and television 

industry, as this has become a priority for production on a global scale. This document 

will be shared industry wide and circulated to all productions filming within the province. 
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Report on Performance  
 

Issue # 1: Promote Newfoundland and Labrador as a Destination for 
Film and Television Productions 
 
There are many positive and encouraging signs that Newfoundland and Labrador has 

the potential and ability to sustain and expand its Film and Television industry 

productions.  

 

As the film commission for the province, the NLFDC supports the provincial film 

industry’s ability to attract business through national and international marketing of the 

industry and of the province as a location for production and post-production.  

 

Goal Statement 
 

By March 31, 2023, the NLFDC will have effectively promoted Newfoundland and 

Labrador as a destination for film and television productions. 

 

2022-23 Objective 
 
By March 31, 2023, the NLFDC will have supported and invested in film and television 

development and production. 

 

Indicator 1: Worked with partners and industry stakeholders to develop and 

manage a renewed plan for international market attendance by local production 

companies. 

The NLFDC leads international market participation for the Atlantic Canadian film and 

television industry and has been approved for a new slate of activities in partnership 

with ACOA for international market attendance. The first project in this slate of activities 

was the European Film Market in Berlin during February 2023, where four 

Newfoundland and Labrador producers worked with a consultant to identify meeting 

targets and attended the market for co-production opportunities.  The remaining 
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activities will take place in 2023-24 fiscal and include market attendance in Cannes, Los 

Angeles, Toronto and London.  

 

Indicator 2: Supported the marketing of Newfoundland and Labrador as a location 

for film and television production and post-production. 

 

The NLFDC, in partnership with the Department of Tourism, Culture, Arts and 

Recreation, developed a look-book to help market and sell Newfoundland and Labrador 

as a destination to film. The look-book featured incredible and dramatic imagery of the 

province, illustrating the unique and varied areas throughout the province and has 

proven to be a useful marketing tool.  

 

In June 2022, the NLFDC traveled to Los Angeles with The Honourable Dr. Andrew 

Furey, Premier of Newfoundland and Labrador and the Minister of TCAR and met with 

various major studios (Disney, Amazon, Paramount, Sony, Netflix, Warner Brothers and 

Universal) to showcase our production and post-production capabilities.   

 

Indicator 3: Supported projects in the film and television sector. 

 

In 2022-23, the NLFDC supported 48 projects by Newfoundland and Labrador 

production companies - 35 productions and 13 development projects. Twenty-five 

projects were supported through the NLFDC’s professional development and 

sponsorship programs, on a budget of $56,500. Through its co-administration of the film 

and television tax credit, the NLFDC recommended 20 part-one applications 

(verification of project eligibility) and six part-two applications (verification of labour 

actuals) for approval by the Department of Finance.  
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Goal Statement 

By March 31, 2023, the NLFDC will have effectively promoted Newfoundland and 

Labrador as a destination for film and television productions.  

Indicator 1: Conducted industry study to renew and implement best practices 

During 2020-23, The NLFDC retained Olsberg•SPI to undertake a strategic roadmap of 

the future of the Newfoundland and Labrador film and television industry. This study 

objectively assessed how the industry has evolved since the inception of the Corporation, 

and developed appropriate plans for the next phase of growth. The study contained three 

key areas: 

1. Analysis of the current state of the NL Screen industry within national and 

international contexts 

2. Assessment of the future needs and best practices required to ensure the 

continued growth of the Screen industry in the province 

3. Recommendations to unlock the potential of the Screen industry in NL and to 

define next steps toward preparing a strategic action plan. 

 

The study also addressed the aim of expanding the industry’s annual value from around 

from $50 million, to $100 million. Incredibly, during fiscal year 2022-23, the production 

activity in the province reached $97.5 million. The roadmap considered the opportunity to 

develop domestic production capacity and talent alongside the facilitation of incoming 

productions. Both elements are closely linked; the development of Newfoundland and 

Labrador production and talent benefits both incoming and provincial productions. 

 

Although Newfoundland and Labrador is at an earlier stage of development than some 

other Canadian provinces, a solid foundation has been established which can be 

leveraged for future growth. This includes its unique cultural and creative offerings, as 

well as the industry progress that has occurred to date. The NLFDC board of directors 

and staff are very pleased with the findings within the study and with the great work 

completed by Olsberg. 
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Indicator 2: Supported industry partners in film and television development   

 

During 2020-23, the NLFDC supported 55 development projects. These projects 

consisted of script development in various stages. 

Period Covering  # of Projects Supported 

Fiscal 2020-21 22 

Fiscal 2021-22 20 

Fiscal 2022-23 13 

Totals 55 

 

Indicator 3: Supported industry partners in film and television production 

 
During the period, 2020-23, the NLFDC supported 88 productions with a total production 
activity of $233,599,439.  
 

Period Covering  # of Projects Supported Production Activity 

Fiscal 2020-21 11 $51,892,280 

Fiscal 2021-22 42 $84,195,651 

Fiscal 2022-23 35 $97,511,508 

Totals 88 $233,599,439 
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Opportunities and Challenges 
 

The NLFDC plays a vital role in fostering industry growth. It is crucial to regularly assess 

the corporation's function and be adaptable to key industry catalysts, including 

production incentives and workforce capabilities. To effectively boost production levels, 

the NLFDC must be prepared to manage the growth of the industry and need for film 

and television content on an international scale. Additionally, the NLFDC should fulfill its 

film commission responsibilities and align with international industry benchmarks. 

 

Opportunities 
 

The NLFDC has several opportunities to capitalize on in the film industry. These 

opportunities include: 

 

Location and Scenic Beauty: Newfoundland and Labrador offers stunning natural 

landscapes, picturesque coastlines, and unique cultural settings. These assets provide 

opportunities for filmmakers to utilize the region's distinctive locations in their 

productions, attracting both domestic and international filmmakers. 

 

Film and Television Production Incentives: The NLFDC can leverage incentives and 

tax credits available for film and television productions. By promoting these incentives 

effectively, the corporation can attract more productions to the region, stimulating 

economic growth and creating employment opportunities. 

 

Talent Development: The NLFDC has the opportunity to invest in talent development 

programs to nurture local filmmakers, actors, and crew members. By providing training, 

workshops, and mentorship, the corporation can enhance the skills of the local 

workforce, making them more competitive and increasing the chances of local talent 

being employed in film and television productions. 
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Co-Production Partnerships: The NLFDC can explore co-production partnerships with 

other regions or countries. Collaborating with international production companies can 

bring in new projects, expertise, and funding, expanding the reach and impact of the 

NLFDC's activities. 

 

BIPOC Stories and Representation: Newfoundland and Labrador has rich Indigenous 

heritage and diverse cultural communities. The NLFDC can promote and support the 

production of films and television shows that showcase these stories, providing 

opportunities for BIPOC filmmakers and promoting cultural diversity in the industry. 

 

By capitalizing on the opportunities outlined above, the NLFDC can further develop the 

film industry in Newfoundland and Labrador, attracting more productions, creating jobs, 

fostering talent, and enhancing the region's cultural and economic landscape. 

 
Challenges 
 

The NLFDC faces several challenges in its efforts to develop and promote the local film 

and television industry. These challenges include:  

 

Competition from Other Jurisdictions: The NLFDC faces competition from other 

regions and countries that offer attractive incentives and infrastructure for film and 

television productions. In order to attract projects, the NLFDC must differentiate itself 

and demonstrate the unique advantages of filming in Newfoundland and Labrador. 

 

Infrastructure and Technical Resources: The region may have limitations in terms of 

studio spaces, equipment, and technical resources required for large-scale productions. 

Insufficient infrastructure can make it challenging to accommodate and support high-

budget projects, potentially leading to missed opportunities. 

 

Seasonal Filming Constraints: The region's climate and weather conditions can 

present challenges for year-round filming. Harsh winters, limited daylight hours, and 
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unpredictable weather patterns may impact production schedules and increase costs for 

filmmakers. 

 

Retention of Local Talent: There is a risk of losing local talent to larger film markets, 

such as Toronto or Vancouver, where more opportunities may be available. Retaining 

skilled professionals in Newfoundland and Labrador can be a challenge, and the 

NLFDC must work to provide incentives and career development opportunities to 

encourage talent to stay in the region. 

 

Market Fragmentation: The fragmentation of the film and television industry due to the 

rise of streaming platforms and digital content creation presents challenges in terms of 

distribution and monetization. The NLFDC needs to adapt its strategies to support the 

creation and distribution of content across various platforms. 

 

By addressing these challenges through strategic planning, partnerships and advocacy 

the NLFDC can overcome obstacles and work towards sustainable growth and 

development of the film industry in Newfoundland and Labrador. 
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Financial Information  
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